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Abstract.
This paper first discusses two cognitive science paradigms and then present
third approach related to interaction with the world as known as embodied cognition. The focus is to analyze work settings with the help of cognitive work
analysis and human work interaction design approaches. The case of power
plant control room is discussed and analyzed in the context of human system interactions, work and task analysis. This approach helps in reducing cognitive
workload on operator which can result in reduction in errors in managing the
control room of the power plant.
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Introduction

In the year 1956, two different conferences and seminars gave birth to
two new research areas known as Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive
Science. They stress that brain functions like a computer that specifies
symbols can be processed and manipulated and known as cognitivism.
This view that thought is manipulation of abstract symbols, algorithmic
computation in the same way as computer does. All meaning arose via
correspondences between symbols (words, mental representations) and
things in the external world. The mind was seen as a mirror of nature,
and human thought as abstract and disembodied. Therefore, in principle, a computer could replace a brain, and in particular computers can
do anything that brains can do. But this give rise to symbol grounding
problem and unable to explain how we get meaning of objects.
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The two main approaches (symbolic and connectionist) study cognition
of an individual being but as we live in the world, environment and
interaction with others play an important role. This thinking leads to
theories of embodied and situated cognition, where cognition is seen as
taking place not only in the brain, but also in interaction with the world
supported by the body [1], [2]. Moreover, this may suggest that neural
processes not only generate sensory experiences, but also help in exploratory interaction with the world that guides action or behavior. This
paradigm finds applications in various research projects notably robotics, autonomous agents, and interactive interfaces [3], [4]. This requires
awareness of the relationship with the world especially work, physical
movement, action, and other affective behavior reactions. Everyday
human activities include all of above states that we can understand
through work analysis, and embodied cognition – both are prominent
paradigm in cognitive science. Embodied cognition, CWA, and Cognitive System Engineering (CSE) [5] provide a new framework for Human Work Interaction Design (HWID) research. A more detailed
HWID framework is given by [6] (as shown in figure 1).

Fig. 1. A Framework of HWID [6]

To represent organizational settings that describe work processes we
need to understand role of information and functional demands of the

dynamic work environment. Mapping of information to features must
show underline semantic structure of the work domain. This require
nesting of information which implies meaning inherit in the work processes. For this, we require knowledge and understanding of objects.
Objects are those with which we deal in everyday world. How we acquire the meaning and refer to the symbol or sign. Informatics and cognitive science deal with problems representation, semantics of computation and their application to create technology.
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HWID Framework for Control Room

All this depends on perception of objects and conception of object that
has been embedded in commonsense discourse. Mental phenomena,
spoken & written language, and systems of signs & codes are intentional. According to Brian Smith, how we represent objects of the
world and real-world situation in the computer is the vital point in understanding human functioning. So he says that experience we have
with constructing computational (intentional) systems may open a window onto something to which we would not have any access [7]. Therefore, present research will suggest ways to design and develop systems,
which are more suitable for varied situations and users.
Above research work is related to field of Man - Machine Interface
(MMI) / Human - Computer Interaction (HCI), HWID in particular
with the installation and operation of machines in the power plant. Here
design of interfaces and interactions with control panel effect working
of human operators. Through better-designed interfaces we can increase effectiveness, safety, and decision-making. Thus understanding
the work situations and processes are important for improving design of
control room and interfaces. It is important that how we could design
machines so that they help human in every aspect and they will be their
most efficient and effective assistants.

2.1

Work Study

To study human interaction with environment for studying power plant
control room systems we require the understanding of what we mean

by ‘information’ and flow of information within particular situation.
Information is experienced in perception, retained by memory, and manipulated via symbols. Thus, ‘information’ is central for the exploration
of technical, social, and aesthetic bases of human interaction with the
world. This provides the framework for our understanding of the underlying patterns of ‘information’ transmission, storage, and retrieval.
Conceptual knowledge of concepts such as ontologies, usability issues,
and knowledge management help us to create better systems. Conceptual structures based model assist learner in retrieving, evaluating, and
comprehending information through the use of semantic associations.
This helps in knowing, how we discover and learn regularities in the
environment from the consequences of our actions. How information,
communication and technologies (ICT) can best be used for effective
and efficient transmission of information to all irrespective of sociocultural background and abilities? The above analysis is based on some
goals and performance measures and their understanding. How interface design can be improved through approaches such as ecological
interface design [8]? What are testing methods & situations that show
the effectiveness of the interfaces?
Further, this problem is not simply programming but it involves cognition, our spatio-temporal movements, and our awareness of the environment in which we work. Therefore this problem includes representation of the world, processes involved, and comes under multidisciplinary Cognitive Work Analysis (CWA) and Human Work Interaction Design (HWID) frameworks [6]. The problem requires understanding of the relation between human and machines that we can study
in a complex socio-technical system such as control room of power, oil,
and gas industries or particularly energy sector. Here our aim is to analyze the whole system not just human operators or machines in isolation but complete work settings so that individuals can act more effectively and preserve system safety and efficiency. We are analyzing
work domain of the hydropower plant control room as shown in figure
2

Fig. 2. Control Room Panel of a Hydropower Plant
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Human System Interfaces based on Ecological Interface
Design

To study work environment and particular situation we are using CWA
and HWID frameworks and focusing on guidelines related to Human
System Interfaces (HSI). Embodied view provides a sharp contrast
from the standard information-processing viewpoint, in which cognition is seen as a problem of recovering details of the pre-given outer
world [2]. In this light, the mind is no longer seen as passively reflecting the outside world, but rather as an active constructor of its own reality. The mind thereby becomes a distributed entity, an emergent characteristic of the whole sensory-central-motor neural system, existing in
the elaborate network of interconnections that extend throughout the
body. The philosophy of embodiment also stresses temporal, physical,
and socio-cultural-technical situatedness. And, quite significantly, the
embodied view in cognitive science allows for direct social and cultural
interaction, which is crucial for understanding work situations.
In any power plant control room there are two objectives: first is to present to the operator components of plant and second is to minimize in-

formation or Cognitive overload on operator. To exhibit this, traditional
display is shown in figure 2 and ecological display in figure 3 based on
ecological interface design (EID) [9]. EID presents intangible abstract
concepts visible and meaningful to operators [8]. For analyzing work
situations in control room following questions are important:
• Objects representation and their meaning
• What makes us to acquire knowledge about the objects in the world,
their specific relations, and properties
• How we extract information, its meaning
• Ontology of objects

Fig. 3. A traditional display for the steam system [10]

Fig. 4. An ecological display for the turbine system [10]

Ecological display clearly represents reactor pressure, enthalpy, temperature, pressure, and mass flow balance for better decision making.
Through this work in progress, we would like to improve information
displays, layout of system information, processes, and alarm system of
a complex system such as power plant. Besides this study intend to find
link between electricity distribution and control room status. These are
larger unit of analysis and involve social-technical and cultural issues.
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Research Analysis and Discussion

Hutchins tried to show that the cognitive science approach could be,
with little modification, applied to a unit of analysis, which is larger
than an individual. The unit of analysis here is a larger cognitive sociotechnical system, such as an automated industrial setting (electricity
distribution system [11], [12] power plant control room) [10], [13] and
airline cockpit [14]. This approach is related to cognitive work analysis
of studying processes in work environment. In both approaches, the
question remains the same: what are the structures and processing of
representations, which are internal to the system? To explain information-processing properties of individuals or larger systems, it is difficult to infer what is inside their mind [15] [16]. But for larger sociotechnical systems, it is possible to directly observe the different representations that are inside the system, despite being outside the brain of
individual. The above objectives can be attained through analyzing the
various contributions of the environment in which work activities take
place. Such as representational media (e.g. instruments, displays, manuals, navigation charts), the interactions of individuals with each other
and their interactive use of artifacts (computer systems). Simultaneously, how information necessary to cooperate is propagated through the
system by representational states and across machines is analyzed.
CWA is a work-centered conceptual framework developed by Rasmussen, Pejtersen, and Goodstein. Through CWA designing of constraints
based interfaces is possible and such interfaces support operators in
dealing with uncertain events and proved to be useful not just usable
interfaces [17].Through CWA & HWID we analyzes the work people
do, the tasks they perform, the decisions they make, their information

behavior, and the context in which they perform their work [18]. CWA
is a holistic approach and examines several dimensions: the environmental, organizational, social, activity, and individual. Therefore, we
require a multi-disciplinary approach to apply concepts of CWA to
study complex system [5].
In present research, we apply HWID framework for power plant control
room panel interfaces to design the information system interaction and
activities. As we live in the world, environment and interaction with
others plays an important role. Thus both the paradigms find applications in various research projects and areas notably are studies of work
domain analysis, robotics, autonomous agents, and interactive interfaces. These research directions will also be central for future developments of man-machine interaction, studying and enhancing the limits of
information processing capacities of human and machine. These understandings result in better cooperation between human and computer that
will enhance our capacities as supported by technology. Present research work explores the complex work environment to study cognition, cognitive tasks, and mental representations that will result in computational model of control room interactions and work setting for information handling based on CWA [19] & HWID (as in fig. 5). Further
application is using Abstraction Hierarchy method for the redesigning
of the Control System Man-Machine Interface (MMI) of the Medium
Tension Distribution Network of the Public Power Corporation of
Greece [20].

Fig. 5. Framework for Work – Activity Measure Analysis
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Conclusion

This research provides understanding of cognition underlying human
interactions with machines to improve design of both machines and
work situations. We need interfaces and work situation, which reduces
error and cognitive overload on human. Thus use of cognitive system
engineering in the energy sector will helps us to analyze, model, design
and evaluate effective human integration in complex socio-technical
systems. The role of human operators in power plant control rooms is
not only to control plant but also to meet market conditions and goals.
With the advent of new Information Technology infrastructure we need
to assess information requirements to manage control room that suits
both human, machines, and economies.
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